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This study explored parental mentalization processes as they unfolded during a sculpting
task administered to fathers of toddlers. Parental mentalization—the parent’s ability
to understand behavior (his/her own as a parent and that of their child) based on its
underlying mental states (Luyten et al., 2017)—is considered crucial within parent–child
relationships (Fonagy et al., 1998) and child development (Steele and Steele, 2008).
Eleven Israeli first-time fathers (n = 11) of children aged 2–3 (mean = 2.3) were asked
to sculpt a representation of themselves with their child using clay. Following the
task, the fathers were interviewed while observing the sculpture they had created.
Qualitative thematic analysis integrated three types of data—video footage of the
sculpting processes, the sculptures themselves, and the transcripts of the post-
sculpting interviews. By focusing on data extracts relating to mentalization processes,
three main aspects of the clay-sculpting task and interview were identified as processes
that either preceded controlled mentalization instances and/or related to their underlying
dynamics: (1) discussing the sculpting process elicited the father’s curiosity and wonder;
(2) observing the sculpture/sculpting process revealed gaps in paternal representations;
and (3) the preplanning of the sculptures sparked non-verbal exploration of metaphors
and symbolism. Special attention was given, in the analysis, to the interplay between
verbal and non-verbal aspects of mentalization as they appeared in the metaphorical
representations that arose through the sculpting process. Comparing this sample to a
previous sample of mothers who were given the same task, similarities and differences
were explored, with specific reference to topics of embodiment, gender roles, paternity
leave, and an active approach in art therapy. The discussion indicates that clay sculpting
may offer unique insight into implicit parental mentalization. Possible clinical applications
are discussed, with reference to attachment theory and clinical art therapy approaches.

Keywords: mentalization, fathers, toddlers, paternal mentalization, parental mentalization, sculpting, clay,
parenting
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INTRODUCTION

Parental mentalization—parents’ ability to understand and reflect
upon the mental states that lie beneath their child’s and their
own behaviors—is a concept that has been researched extensively
(Allen et al., 2008; Sharp and Fonagy, 2008). It has been
linked, among other factors, to the child’s attachment security
(Fonagy et al., 1998; Schechter et al., 2005) and social-cognitive
development (Sharp and Fonagy, 2008). Research has focused
specifically on maternal mentalization and mind-mindedness,
i.e., the mother’s ability to see her child as a mental agent and
to use mental state terms in her narratives (e.g., Slade, 2005;
Schiborr et al., 2013). Although an individual is born with an
innate disposition to develop mentalizing capacities, parental
reflective functioning (RF), the parent’s capacity to mentalize
about their children and themselves as parents, is crucial for
a child to develop mentalizing capacities (Slade, 2005). This is
especially true during the first 6 years of life, as the child gradually
passes critical developmental milestones (see Fonagy et al., 2002;
Allen et al., 2008). Research has focused mainly on maternal
mentalization; paternal mentalization has yet to be fully explored.

Allen et al. (2008) distinguish between explicit and implicit
mentalization. Explicit or controlled mentalization is a verbal
narrative or symbolic form of relatively conscious reflection
requiring intentional cognitive effort. By contrast, implicit
or automatic mentalization requires a less controlled and
declarative effort; though not necessarily unconscious, it is
intuitive and unreflective. We mentalize implicitly mainly
during interpersonal interactions (Allen et al., 2008) when
we are required to react quickly. Based on neurobiological
studies, Luyten and Fonagy (2015) defined three mentalizing
polarities: (1) internal mentalizing, which focuses on internal
features and involves more active and controlled reflection,
versus external mentalizing, which focuses on external features
such as a smile or a physical gesture; (2) self-mentalizing,
which involves understanding one’s own mental states, versus
mentalizing that involves understanding the mental states of
the other; (3) cognitive mentalizing, which relates to someone’s
thinking—their desires, beliefs, and reasoning—as opposed to
affective mentalizing, which relates to feelings—to identifying,
modulating, and expressing emotions. These mentalization
polarities are complexly linked and interrelated. For example,
empathizing links affective and automatic mentalization; partially
implicit in nature (Behrends et al., 2012), it stems from
a mirroring, less conscious emotional response to others.
To summarize, mentalization is an intricate multicomponent
process (Fonagy and Allison, 2012), and its assessment requires
a sensitive and multifaceted approach.

Methods for the assessment of parental RF, such as the
Parent Development Interview (PDI) (Slade et al., 2004),
are predominantly based on parents’ verbal descriptions of
their relationship with their child. Interventions to facilitate
mentalization are also predominantly verbal, including such
techniques as reflective mentalizing questions about the child
(e.g., Suchman et al., 2017) and parental group mentalizing
sessions (Slade, 2007; Baradon et al., 2008). Within clinical
settings, four main therapeutic interventions appear to facilitate

and enhance parental mentalization (Slade, 2007). In order to
represent the child’s mental states to the parent, the clinician may:
(a) continuously model reflectiveness; (b) facilitate wonder by
enhancing curiosity about the child’s experience; (c) elicit affect
by talking about concrete situations, enhancing mentalization by
reflecting on “hot” unregulated moments (which include implicit
mentalization); and (d) hold the parent in their own mind,
enabling access to childhood memories too painful to remember,
since memories based on non-verbal experiences often cannot be
accessed through verbal paths alone.

Attachment is transmitted intergenerationally (Lyons-Ruth,
1998; Shai and Belsky, 2011) via the implicit process by which
the parent’s representations of early experiences with their
own parents, combined with daily parent–child interactions
(Dollberg et al., 2010), are eventually internalized by the
child. Bowlby (1969) called this “the internal working model
mechanism.” Fonagy and Target (2007) coined a new term,
“embodied cognition,” to emphasize the significance of bodily
sensations in addition to cognition-based internalization in
forming the attachment behaviors on which parental symbolic
representations are founded. Therefore, many forms of arts,
which induce embodied experiences, may tap into memories
of physical sensations, auditory, kinesthetic, and symbolic
representations and access preverbal, physical, and implicit
representations (Verfaille, 2016). This is also true within the
realm of arts-based parental representations (Bat Or, 2010; Bat
Or and Grenimann Bauch, 2017). In art therapy, by using
artistic expression within the context of a therapeutic relationship
(Rubin, 1999), reflecting on such experiences serves to facilitate
personal growth and change.

Central therapeutic features of clay work, such as revealing
unconscious materials, concretizing, symbolization, and
facilitating verbal communication, can contribute to a significant
exploration of self and other (Sholt and Gavron, 2006).
Symbolizing uses a mark or character as a conventional
representation of an object (Oxford Dictionary, 2019), while
a metaphor, according to Lakoff and Johnson (1999), “allows
conventional mental imagery from sensorimotor domains to be
used for domains of subjective experience” (p. 45). The body–
mind bottom-up hierarchical approach, based on the expressive
therapies continuum (ETC) model (Hinz, 2009; Lusebrink and
Hinz, 2016) gradually moves from the somatosensory aspects of
clay work to making meaning on a metaphorical and symbolic
level (Nan and Ho, 2017). Self-expression through touch and
movement may elicit primary modes of communication and
trigger implicit memories of touch (Souter-Anderson, 2010;
Elbrecht, 2012). This may be observed across different artistic
media, such as drawing, collage-making, or creating with
found objects (Moon, 2010). Specifically, the plasticity of clay
enables a dynamic search for a desired expression, while its
multidimensional aspect may unearth multiple meanings.
Within the clay work, the move toward metaphorical thinking
allows for an exploration of the creator’s inner world from
different, fresh, and novel perspectives (Henley, 2002; Sholt and
Gavron, 2006).

Bat Or’s qualitative study found that clay sculpting of mother
and child figures facilitated mentalization among Israeli mothers
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(Bat Or, 2010). Four specific characteristics of the task were found
to elicit parental mentalization: visual reflectiveness, wondering,
transformation, and implicit memories. Case studies have
suggested that when an affect is represented in concrete terms—
such as an absence of legs representing feelings of immobility—
the therapist’s active curiosity and questioning may help link the
visual experience to an emotional one (Havsteen-Franklin, 2016a;
Verfaille, 2016). These qualities of clay work may be beneficial
when developing much needed specific father-based assessments
and interventions (Scott and Crooks, 2007; Bureau et al., 2016)—
a need stemming from a shift in Western societal norms
regarding paternal roles (Wheelock, 1990) and the concurrent
increase in positive paternal engagement (Pleck, 2010).

Father engagement has been found to have a positive effect
on children’s social, behavioral, psychological, and cognitive
outcomes (Sarkadi et al., 2007). Specifically, paternal RF appears
crucial to children’s socioemotional development (Benbassat and
Priel, 2015). Accordingly, fathers who possess greater mind-
mindedness capacities have children who demonstrate higher
theory of mind performance (Lundy, 2013). In addition, higher
levels of paternal sensitivity are associated with mentalizing
capabilities (Haßelbeck, 2014) and, subsequently, more infant–
father attachment security (Lucassen et al., 2011). Paternal RF
levels appear to influence the development of child anxiety
(Esbjørn et al., 2013).

Studies of paternal brain activity suggest a neurobiological
adaptation process in the first 2 years of the child’s life, supporting
the idea of a gradual attachment-building process for fathers,
while mothers show similar attachment brain activities earlier
on (Mascaro et al., 2013). Tharner et al. (2016) also suggest that
past caregiving experiences and personal involvement with the
child affect a father’s mentalizing capabilities and behavior when
interacting with his child.

Studies of father-focused mentalizing and subsequent early
intervention models are scarce (e.g., Lawrence et al., 2012;
Söderström and Skårderud, 2013), and only a few include non-
verbal input as well, such as video feedback of parent–child
interactions (Lawrence et al., 2012). The present study is part

of a qualitative study that used a clay-sculpting task to inquire
into the parental representations of fathers of toddlers. Four main
paternal representations were observed: encouraging the child’s
independence versus protecting, movement and playfulness,
using abstraction and metaphors, and being satisfied with
imperfections. Focusing on instances of mentalizing as they
arose during and after the clay task, we asked: What processes
preceded the appearance of paternal mentalization, and what was
their nature? What are the underlying dynamics of controlled
paternal mentalization as it relates to the non-verbal aspects of
three-dimensional creative processes?

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
The non-clinical sample included 11 Jewish Israeli married
fathers, each with a first and normative child aged 2–3 years old
(mean = 2.3). Six of the children were boys and five were girls,
for gender balance. The fathers’ ages ranged between 30 and 37
(mean = 33.8). Most of the fathers (72%) rated themselves as
having an above-average income and level of education. Specific
information can be found in Table 1. All fathers rated themselves
as very involved during the pregnancy and birth. Only one
father had previous experience sculpting with clay.1 Participants
were recruited by purposeful sampling (Patton, 2002), such as
announcements in playgrounds and kindergartens, or social
media outreach to parents. This was carried out concurrently
with data collection and analysis. The interviews were held during
the summer of 2014 when most of the region was affected
by geopolitical events; the participants all lived in areas that
experienced sirens, rocket attacks, and calls to military reserve
duty. Possible effects of these events on the study are discussed
toward the end of this paper.

1More details can be found in the Supplementary Table 8.

TABLE 1 | General demographic data—age, partner’s employment, and paternity leave1.

Father Age Child gender Child age Paternity leave Partner’s working status

1 36 Male 2.5 1 month Full-time employee

2 30 Female 2.5 Circa 20 days Part-time employee

3 36 Male 2 2 weeks Unemployed

4 33 Male 3 7 days Full-time employee

5 32 Female 2 2 months Full-time employee

6 37 Female 3.3 5 days Part-time employee/self-employed

7 31 Male 2 1 week Self-employed

8 36 Male 2 4 days Part-time employee

9 36 Male 2.2 5 days Full-time employee

10 35 Female 2 2 days Full-time employee

11 30 Female 2.5 2 days a week for 6 months [calculated as 60 days] Full-time employee

Summary of age and paternity leave

Fathers’ average age: 33.8 Children’s average age: 2.3 Paternity leave average: 19.5 days

1Additional data can be found in the Supplementary Table 8.
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FIGURE 1 | Phases of thematic analysis.

Procedures
The study was approved by the local academic ethics committee,
and participants signed informed consent forms. Individual
meetings were held with the fathers in their homes and included
a sculpting task and a sculpting interview. These were not limited
in time and lasted between 40 min and an hour and a half.2

Each father was given a single round 15 cm × 15 cm lump of
clay placed on a mobile wood surface with five wooden sculpting
tools nearby. At the warm-up stage, the researcher provided a few
basic instructions about creating three-dimensional sculptures
with clay. The participants were then told: “Please make a
three-dimensional sculpture of yourself with your child, or the
relationship between you and your child.” The sculpting process
was videotaped from the approximate angle of the fathers’ sight,
focusing on their hands.

The Interview
The sculpting process was followed by a semistructured interview
(Patton, 2002) constructed for the purpose of this study and
based on Bat Or’s (2010) study with mothers, with specific
modifications for fathers. The interview included the following
components: observation of the sculpture from all angles

2See Supplementary Table 8.

by slowly rotating the sculpture in front of the participant;
elicitation of the participant’s subjective understanding, by
asking, for example, “What do you see?” (Betensky, 1995);
verbal reconstruction of the sculpting process, by asking, for
example, “Do you remember whether you experienced obstacles
or frustrations during the sculpting process, and if so, at what
point in the process?”; a few projective questions regarding the
clay figures, for example, “If the father figure could talk, what
would it say?”; and the elicitation of possible resemblances or
differences between the sculpture and the image the participant
has of himself as a child with his own father. Additionally,
fathers were given time to comment and share their thoughts
about fatherhood and about the influence of the interviewer’s
gender and profession.

Data Analysis
Data included the sculpting process, the sculptures, and the
postsculpting interviews. A thematic analysis approach was used,
with the aim of discerning, examining, and outlining patterns
within the entire body of visual and verbal data (Braun and
Clarke, 2006), as described in Figure 1. A primary theoretical
approach was used to focus particularly on data extracts relating
to mentalization and RF (based on Slade, 2005; Allen et al.,
2008) and specifically on the processes that may have fostered
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the appearance of controlled mentalization. An underlying
contextual approach (Carson and Samura, 1997) attempted to
acknowledge the way the individual fathers make meaning of
their experiences while also considering the influence of the
broader social backdrop. The content of the data was examined at
a latent level—through a conceptual mentalization lens—which
involved interpretive work during the development of themes.

The process of interpreting both the observable and
the unobservable (for example, the mentalizing underlying
a metaphor that a participant described) was inspired by
the hermeneutic circle which embraces the subjectivity of
the interpreter (Ricoeur, 1981) while trying to stay as true
as possible to the subjects’ own descriptions. To create
an embodied bracketing and meta-reflection process (Luca,
2009), the researchers and authors reflected consciously on
their perspectives as women therapists with prior knowledge.
A specific consideration was given to the researchers’ identities
as mothers and potential related biases were discussed. The
thematic analysis consisted of six phases, as described in the
following diagram.

The primary purpose of the study was to explore the nature
of paternal mentalization and the processes that preceded its
appearance within the context of the fathers describing their
experiences through non-verbal and verbal means. Therefore,
there was no overall classification of the fathers’ mentalizing
capacities; the study included only detection and analysis of
controlled mentalizing instances relating to fatherhood and the
processes that appeared to foster or hinder their appearance.
Concurrent to the coding of themes related to paternal
representations, mentalization was detected in the verbal data,
for example, when the father interpreted his sculpting process
or sculpture contents in mental terms and spoke of mental
states underlying his behavior and that of his significant others
(his child or partner). Non-verbalized mentalization was also
detected in metaphors and symbols that arose, including specific
content that involved reflection on mental states, such as the
child’s or father’s wishes, intentions, desires, thoughts, or feelings.
These data extracts were coded and organized, taking into
consideration Luyten and Fonagy’s (2015) four mentalizing
polarities (controlled/automatic, self/other, cognitive/affective,
and external/internal). Switches in mentalization, a rapid shifting
from controlled to automatic thinking (Fonagy and Luyten,
2009), were found when the participant: (1) suddenly changed
the topic of the discussion (e.g., offered remarks which revealed
curiosity or questioned his own underlying intentions and
mental states when making his sculpting choices, but then gave
external explanations or discontinued the exploration of mental
content); (2) generalized or used non-mentalizing words such
as “just,” “always,” “never,” “it’s nothing important,” and similar
expressions (Allen et al., 2008). Salient verbal and non-verbal
mentalization data were sorted and compared in tables according
to the prompts, probes, and/or events that preceded them
and a second reviewer assessed them for reliability purposes.
The final data was synthesized and analyzed relating back to
the relevant literature. The names of the fathers and children
have been changed to ensure confidentiality. All interview
excerpts were translated from Hebrew by the researchers and are

rendered in language as close as possible to the source regarding
grammar and word use.

FINDINGS

In all 11 interviews, instances of controlled parental mentalizing
were observed, either verbally or visually (within the
metaphorical content of the sculpture). Almost all the verbal
evidence of explicit parental mentalization (95%) was found in
the interview transcripts as opposed to the sculpting process;
only in two cases, verbal indications of controlled mentalizing
also appeared during the sculpting process. The Findings section
outlines three main themes that relate to the context within
which the instances of paternal mentalization appeared: (1)
discussing the sculpting process elicited curiosity and wonder;
(2) observing the sculpture/sculpting process revealed gaps
in paternal representations (for example, explicit vs. implicit);
and (3) the preplanning of the sculptures sparked non-verbal
exploration of metaphors and symbolism.

Discussing the Sculpting Process
Elicited Curiosity and Wonder
In seven of the sculpting interviews (63%), indications of
mentalizing appeared in response to sculpting process questions,
whereas in only two instances (18%) was mentalizing evidence
noted in reaction to the visually reflective question “What do
you see?” Table 2 presents the prompt, probe, or event preceding
mentalizing instances during the interviews.

Among the seven fathers who mentalized in response to
sculpting-process-related questions was Nachshon, the father of
Dekel, a boy aged 26 months. Nachshon quickly sculpted two
very simplified human figures of father and son, sculpting first

TABLE 2 | Prompt, probe, or event preceding mentalizing instances
during the interviews.

Prompt, probe, or preceding event Number of indications of
verbal mentalization*

Process-related questions (describing the
sculpting process or describing feelings and
thoughts during the process)

7

The sculpture was used as a reflective tool (the
sculpture/process reflected a gap between
wishes/fantasies and reality)

6

“Did you learn something new?” 4

“What would the figures say, if they could
speak?”

3

At the end of the interview, after being asked
how they feel about the interviewer taking the
sculpture

3

Intergenerational transmission-related questions 2

“What do you see?” 2

When asked about possible differences
between mothers and fathers

1

*Representing the number of fathers who mentalized following a specific prompt or
probe. The numbers do not represent specific RF types or frequencies.
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the father figure and then the son (Figure 2). He then spent circa
2 min moving the child figure closer to the father, changing and
fine-tuning the figure’s positions and gestures. As he described the
process, he explained his movements and spoke of distance and
closeness, which led to a more general reflection about himself as
a father, his son’s experience, and his own feelings:

Nachshon: The first instinct is that I’m not there enough, that I’m
not attentive enough to him, so he’s, like, behind me. I’m very
occupied with myself. . . but if I think of it, taking a second, gentler
view, then I do see him. I just. . . I allow the distance at which he
walks. I’m not necessarily with him, or face to face (yes). I’m, in this
way, around, from a distance. But I think that he does feel me. He
leans on me with his step forward (interviewer: he is connected to
you) {both interviewer and Nachshon looking at the connection part
of the sculpture} yes, he is connected to me. Very sad, very sad. . .

Nachshon’s exploration of the sculpting process led him to
consider the gap between his first intuitive impression of himself
as a father and his later reflective, “gentler” look at himself. He
went on to describe feelings of sadness and guilt at not being
present enough and missing out. “Some sort of feeling, also, that
my son is moving forward, walking into the world.” Through
physical movement and slight changing of the sculptures,
Nachshon’s initial impression of the frequency and closeness of
his interactions with his child shifted, and he gained another
perspective. His experience of the gap in paternal representations
and his affective reaction to it elicited a questioning and
wondering stance that encouraged controlled mentalization.

Three fathers responded with an apparent mentalizing stance
to questions specifically focused on their thoughts and feelings
during the sculpting process. Their thinking process was at times
explorative and revealed curiosity, but then they stopped and gave
a very simple, matter-of-fact, external explanation in response
to their own questions. For example, Roi, father of Shira, a 39-
month-old girl, expressed wonder while observing his sculpture.
Roi sculpted out of the lump of clay one figure that he described
as an abstract representation of a hug, or a yearning for a hug
(Figure 3). When Roi was asked to describe the sculpting process,
he appeared to try to understand the meaning of his sculpting
choices:

Roi: A thought that comes up now is that. . . I think you didn’t limit
me in the. . . I mean, in the figures. . . You didn’t say to me “you
need to make yourself,” and I’m trying to think why I didn’t sculpt
the child. . .

However, he quickly resolved his wonder with a very matter-
of-fact answer:

Roi: I don’t think it’s a special reason. Just because I thought that
he. . . that one needs. . . that what. . . what he represents here, that
is, because it is about me, so {gesturing with his hands toward the
sculpture} (yes) but my identity as a father, so. . .

Roi first said he was “trying to think,” appearing to self-
mentalize about his motives and choices when sculpting. At the
same time, he seemed to be mentalizing about the interviewer’s
expectations or judgments. After dismissing the possibility of any
“special reason” and using the word “just”—a common indicator
of the closing down of a mentalizing process (Bateman and

FIGURE 2 | Nachshon’s sculpture.

Fonagy, 2013)—he then answered his own question by attributing
it to his choice of subject matter. The interviewer sensed and
respected his reluctance to discuss the topic further, despite
the opportunity to examine it from different perspectives. This
example may indicate the power of clay work to potentially
stimulate a deeper, mentalization-based discourse about implicit
parental representations; however, it also signals the need for
caution when using this task in a research setting.

In Nachshon’s case, the physical dynamics and transformative
character of the clay appear to have fostered non-verbalized
(controlled) mentalization during the sculpting process and
subsequent explicit reflection. For Roi, reflection on his sculpting
choices elicited wondering and provided opportunities for
controlled mentalizing. In both cases, the affective experience
evoked also generated switches between controlled and automatic
mentalization (lapsing into a less-reflective, implicit state of
mind). However, they appeared to engage in controlled, reflective
mentalizing as implied by their choice of subject matter and use
of symbolism and metaphors (e.g., the dilemma of protecting
or encouraging independence), as will be discussed in the
following sections.

Observing the Sculpture/Sculpting
Process Revealed Gaps in Paternal
Representations
As in Roi’s case, the sculpture served as a visual reflective object
for six of the fathers (54%). Through visual descriptions of
the sculptures, gaps between wishes, fantasies, and real actions
divulged, which in turn enabled a fresh look at implicit paternal
representations. In some cases, this led to a more explicit,
contemplating look at themselves as fathers. Three of the fathers
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FIGURE 3 | Roi’s sculpture.

offered examples of new insights about themselves, using words
such as “now that I look at it. . .” and “now. . . it came to
my mind.” Table 3 summarizes the events of potential non-
verbalized mentalization processes, identified by integrating the
thoughts fathers shared about their presculpting planning phases
with the main themes appearing in the interviews and the
sculptures themselves.

For example, Tamir, father of Ram, a 24-month-old boy,
quickly sculpted father and son figures standing face-to-face but
not touching each other. He explained that the child was reaching
up so his father could lift him and hug him (Figure 4). The
situation that appeared in the sculpture, in Tamir’s words, was his
return home from work, when his excited son comes toward him
and looks up at him in amazement. In his initial description of the
sculpture, he observed the father as having room to contain the

child. He expressed pride and joy in his sculpture and the way his
son looks up to him. However, as the interview unfolded, Tamir
mentioned that at first, he wanted to sculpt a bicycle, but then he
discarded the idea. When asked if he wanted to add anything, he
said (while reflecting on the sculpture):

Tamir: I don’t have a problem with it being in the Museum, but
[. . .] like, I didn’t invest much effort into it, that’s the truth. It’s a
little, maybe also some kind of criticism toward me, that I don’t
[. . .] maybe don’t even invest enough in the relationship. (or that
you are tired, coming in the evening and. . .) First of all, I arrive,
I’m there, I’m not [..] don’t disappear. But [. . .] it could be that not
[. . .] Why didn’t I make a bicycle, actually? It would have taken five
more minutes? Maybe it would have looked terrible, but it doesn’t
matter, but uh. . . (yes) Like, it could be that sometimes I also really
give up, uh. . . I give up on myself, and don’t come back early enough
to take him with the bicycle or. . .

Sparked at first by the question “What do you see?,” Tamir’s
reflections on the visual outcome of the sculpture developed
slowly, throughout the interview, in relation to the content of the
interview itself. The sense of pride and containment described at
first gradually turned into self-criticism and the desire to be more
present and invested during the time spent with his son. Verbally
reflecting upon this implicit paternal representation appears to
have evoked a deeper mentalization process with potential for
more elaboration. Similarly, other fathers related to gaps between
wishes and reality—observations with the potential to unveil
implicit paternal representations and facilitate mentalization.
However, not all fathers elaborated on these issues verbally; some
used the process of sculpting and the sculptures themselves.

The Preplanning of the Sculptures
Sparked Non-verbal Exploration of
Metaphors and Symbolism
The prevalent appearance of symbolism and metaphors—before
and during the sculpting process—indicate a reflective stance.
These symbolic reflections included instances of perspective-
taking (considering the child’s perspective, for example) and
comparing ideals or desires to reality. Nachshon, mentioned
above, appeared to be mentalizing while sculpting and using the
distance between the father and child figures as a metaphor for

TABLE 3 | Indications of potential non-verbalized mentalization processes.

Preplanning nature of the sculpture** Number of
participants

Assumed mentalization process that was not explicitly
verbalized while sculpting**

Thought about a specific situation and then positioned the
figures accordingly.

4 Pondering a wish for closeness, the child’s needs versus the
father’s needs, or a gap between a wish and reality.

Sculpted initial symbolic figures, and then physically moved
the figures closer and further from each other, actively
exploring their main dilemma.

3 The physical positioning of the figures as a metaphor for
emotional concerns (distancing vs. protecting).

Used an abstract object as a metaphor to describe the
concern he had decided to deal with at the start.

2 Pondering a wish for closeness or/and a gap between a wish
and reality.

Planned and sculpted two symbolic/metaphoric objects but
added an additional sculpted object—as new associations
came to mind.

2 Use of objects as metaphors and symbols for either a wish or
memory of specific interactions with the child (What do I want
my child to learn? What did it mean to my child and to me?)

**As indicated, verbally, by the father either pre- or postsculpting.
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FIGURE 4 | Tamir’s sculpture.

the inner conflict between his desire to be a close and present
father and his occasional feelings of mental and physical distance.

Another example is Shalom, father of Yoel, his 30-month-old
boy. Shalom sculpted a sitting father and a similar-looking son
sitting in his lap (Figure 5). While sculpting the child figure,
he expressed wonder about the clay process, using the word
“shaping,” which can signify both the physical shaping of clay and
the educational and emotional shaping of his child and himself:

Shalom: it’s interesting {whispering} [..], trying to shape, shape
yourself, shape someone else (yeah). {sharp change of tone – into
a louder, clearer voice} But this is what I meant, like, that it’s hard
for me to, like [..] to [..] to have [......] {voice fades away}, (to open
up?) yeah, to open up, or to like, to, like, sort of just let it flow.
There’s no flow in me.

The contemplation of the sculpting process may be seen
here as a form of wonder, or a shift from conscious and
concrete issues (wanting to sculpt the child sitting in his lap) to
discovery of new insights. He later used the similar metaphor
of “uterine thing” (in his words), reinforcing the associations
of both holding and creating. Switching this metaphorical train
of thought into personal observations on his difficulty to “open
up” and his tendency to “overanalyze” at times, he went into a
short discussion of his parents’ similar tendencies and his wish to
give his son a different experience. In other words, metaphorical
thinking during the sculpting process led to observations on
self and implicit parental representations, which in turn led to
reflection on intergenerational transmissions.

All 11 fathers described having had an idea in mind of the
sculpture’s concept, main theme, or figure positioning before
starting to sculpt (see Table 3). Since many of them focused

FIGURE 5 | Shalom’s sculpture.

on symbolizing preconceived ideas during the sculpting process,
one might assume that the fathers were contemplating and
possibly mentalizing explicitly, though not out loud, about the
meaning of these ideas. While we do not know this for sure,
the metaphoric and conceptual aspects of the final sculptures as
described by the fathers indicate the appearance of controlled
mentalizing that was essential for their creation. The main themes
chosen for the sculptures include dilemmas between protecting
versus encouraging independence and gap between wish about
fatherhood and reality. Visual representation of these themes
requires a certain amount of reflection, such as recollecting
specific interactions with the child, and self-questioning in a
reflective way, for example: “What do I wish for as a father?”;
“In which moments do I feel a connection to my child?”; “What
does my child feel in this situation?” (in the three cases, the
fathers smiled to themselves as they drew a smile on the child’s
figure); and so forth.

To summarize, Shalom and Nachshon’s examples may shed
light on the mentalizing that they, and other fathers, experienced
during the sculpting process. Using symbols and metaphors,
the fathers appeared to mentalize without verbally describing
all their explicit reflections. The fathers described a train of
thoughts that began with planning the sculpture and continued
through the process itself, ending in observation of the outcome.
The verbally articulated observations included expressions of
curiosity and wonder in response to reflections about the
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sculpting process and sculptures. Gaps between implicit and
explicit paternal representations were also observed. These post-
sculpting descriptions appear to be the tip of the iceberg of
implicit thoughts and processes that could potentially be explored
further in the context of long-term clinical interventions.

DISCUSSION

The main aim of this study was to identify what preceded
the appearance of controlled mentalization among fathers of
toddlers during a clay figure-sculpting task. An additional
aim was to explore the nature of these processes underlying
controlled paternal mentalization. The findings suggest that,
within this context, controlled mentalizing may appear in
two different channels: verbal mentalization, which appeared
primarily during the interview in relation to sculpting-process-
related questions; and non-verbal mentalization, which was
deciphered through the conceptual nature of symbols and
metaphors among the sculptures. Non-verbal mentalization
requires verbal elaboration to be observed, since “we cannot
translate the language of the unconscious into consciousness
without lending it words from our conscious realm” (Klein,
1957, p. 180, footnote.). In the transition into words, the use of
the sculpture and sculpting process as a reflective tool revealed
gaps between verbal and non-verbal information, as will be
elaborated below.

Switches Between Implicit and Explicit
Mentalization
There is no clear-cut borderline between implicit and explicit
mentalization (Verfaille, 2016), and since their different forms
are interconnected, they are at times difficult to distinguish.
When observed, fluctuations between automatic and controlled
and between cognitive and affective mentalizing appeared
primarily with the sharing of deeply personal and/or emotional
information, or when an apparent conflict between intentions
and results was noticed by the father. These switches may,
therefore, be a result of high arousal, i.e., feeling overwhelmed,
ashamed, embarrassed (due to performance anxiety, for
example), threatened, or confronted with out-group members
(Luyten and Fonagy, 2015). They may have resulted from the
absence of a therapy-alliance-related safe setting (Frank and
Frank, 1991). The use of art materials may have contributed to
high arousal resulting in mentalization switches. Attachment
dimensions appear to be linked to responses to artistic media,
with specific gender differences, pointing to a link between
men’s attachment anxiety and negative attitudes toward art
materials that provide a controlled experience, such as markers
(Snir et al., 2017). While clay tends to evoke much arousal,
it may also enable a controlled experience (Moon, 2010).
While the fathers did not verbalize this, the preplanned nature
of the sculptures and their topics could also be connected
to a need to focus on a safe and familiar subject. Avoiding
the experience of playing with clay without a preconceived
plan reduces the risk of diving into the unconsciousness and

uncovering unknown and potentially uncomfortable material
(Sholt and Gavron, 2006).

The Facilitation of Paternal Mentalization
The findings appear to strengthen Bat Or’s (2010) observations
that the elicitation of wondering through the sculpting process,
the transformative character of the clay, and the use of the
sculpture as a visual reflective object all facilitate mentalization.
The clay work’s elicitation of implicit childhood memories was
not explored in this study, because its appearance, in most
cases, was very subtle. Implicit knowledge is difficult to put
into words (Verfaille, 2016), and it is possible that performance
anxiety, indicated by mentalizing switches, hindered affective
mentalization (Fonagy and Luyten, 2009) and, thus, the sharing
of childhood memories. However, it is precisely these switches
that allow us to observe, in vivo, implicit paternal representations
in the form of activation of early, deeply rooted attachment
systems and coping methods as an automatic reaction to stress
(Luyten and Fonagy, 2015). The fathers rarely initiated discussion
of intergenerational transmissions. One possible explanation
could be that the fathers’ implicit and embodied parental
representations are more maternal than paternal oriented and
therefore the embodied attachment-related sensations are more
abstract and difficult to access and represent. This is consistent
with Zarfaty-Asherov’s (2007) findings that children of both
sexes tend to represent the father figure less than the mother
figure when using the story completion task. This explanation is
reinforced by many of the descriptions, during the interviews,
of participants’ fathers being distant, less physically close,
and busy providing for the family. Based on his clinical
experience in Israel, Samana (2016) expresses a need for a
more active and goal-oriented paternal therapeutic stance. In
art therapy, Kramer’s (1979) third hand concept encourages
the therapist to assist with materials and remain active as an
artist within the therapy. It may be that in a clinical and
safe setting, if the therapist/researcher took a more active role,
such as creating an artistic response during a mentalization-
based session (Havsteen-Franklin and Altamirano, 2015), this
could be especially appropriate for fathers, allowing for a
gradual move from implicit to explicit mentalizing through
non-verbal communication and on to verbal reflection on the
art and process.

Non-verbal Explicit Mentalization and Verbal Implicit
Mentalization
Within the sculpting processes, the appearance of controlled
mentalization insinuated by symbols and metaphors was
noteworthy. The fathers were presumably putting a lot of
cognitive efforts into visually defining and expressing their
declared preconceived topics and concerns. Despite this, the
nature of the clay work appeared to have affected the controlled
planning of the sculpture’s symbolic aspects, through its sensory-
motor, difficult to control, transformative attributes. Even
without intention, our minds and bodies are constantly in motion
and changing—this dynamic flow constitutes forms of vitality
(Stern, 2010). Implicit parental representations arose through
these dynamic experiences, eliciting, in some cases, wondering
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and visually induced reflection. As a result, complex alternation
between automatic and controlled mentalizing emerged; some
non-verbal data expressed controlled reflective mentalizing
(complex, planned, symbolism, and metaphor) and some verbal
data expressed automatic, implicit mentalizing (giving reflexive,
externally based explanations for discrepancies, for example).
Mentalizing through non-verbal communication is possible even
when the core capacities of the language system are dysfunctional
(Willems et al., 2011).

In these specific sculpting processes, non-verbal mentalization
does not necessarily imply not using language, since explicit
thoughts may require the use of language as well (Newton and
de Villiers, 2007). Some of the mentalization that was present
during the sculpting process may have been explicit to the fathers
themselves without being articulated to the interviewer. Stern
(2009) defined the non-verbal-reflexive domain as an experience
that is refigured into implicit, corporal-based knowledge but
is not language-based. Verbal reflexivity, by contrast, consists
of body-based experiences refigured into language. Based on
this theory, the non-verbalized explicit mentalization noted in
this study may fall somewhere in between these two domains,
as a refiguration into bodily experience as well as language,
in the form of thoughts or visual symbols. An example of a
non-verbal switch in mentalization can be found in Nachshon’s
(Figure 2) sculpting process, in which he automatically puts
his son’s figure at a certain distance (applying implicit, quick
mentalization about his closeness to his son) and then, switching
to controlled reflection about himself as a father, places his
son’s figure closer to him. By describing his thought process,
Nachshon revealed this initially non-verbal mentalization. The
use of a sculpture and a sculpting process makes the noting
of links, biases, and discrepancies more tangible and harder to
dismiss while still allowing the fathers to escape into silence
or to gain an understanding or contemplative stance that does
not always require words. The viewing of the sculpture during
the postsculpting interview also enables embodied simulation,
as the artwork evokes mirror mechanisms in the brain that in
turn trigger bodily feelings, mimicking the physical experiences
and sensations involved in the process of sculpting (Gallese,
2017). Essentially, while the fathers are asked to cognitively
re-experience the sculpting process, they may also be re-
experiencing it on an embodied level, adding an implicit, self-
mentalizing dimension to the whole experience.

The Use of Symbolism and Metaphor:
Embodied Versus Abstract and
Distanced From Bodily Sensations
Not all conceptual metaphors are manifested in the words of a
language; some are manifested in gesture and art, for example,
but they may be “secondarily expressed through language and
other symbolic means” (Lakoff and Johnson, 1999, p. 57). The
capacity for basic mentalizing precedes the capacity to play with
symbols (Havsteen-Franklin, 2016a). Accordingly, to create a
metaphor, the patient cannot be overly aroused or underaroused
(Havsteen-Franklin, 2016b), as this would hinder the ability
to mentalize and, therefore, to think metaphorically (Barnett,

2008). Therefore, to create a sculpture with explicitly declared
symbolism or metaphors (as articulated by the fathers), it is
probable that an underlying mentalizing process has taken place.

Primary metaphors are acquired automatically and
unconsciously, based on embodied experiences, while universal
conceptual metaphors are learned without being innate (Lakoff
and Johnson, 1999). One might assume that men acquire
gender-specific metaphors based on their embodied experience
as well as learning them from others; however, both processes are
influenced by societal gender norms. Goss (2008) suggests that
“although attributes, behaviors and perceptions free-float and are
shared between men and women, there are nevertheless some key
differences in how men and women generally experience life, and
how they embody and present these shared elements” (p. 147).

When compared with the mothers’ sculptures in Bat Or’s
(2010) study, an explicit symbolic and metaphorical inclination
was more dominant among the fathers’ sculptures.3 The fathers’
sculptures related primarily to objects, animals, “mini-me” figures
(e.g., Figures 2, 4, 5) or depictions of an ideal father–son
activity, whereas the metaphors offered by mothers in Bat
Or’s (2010) study were primarily representations or extensions
of their own body, for example holding or containing. The
mothers created mother–child figures intuitively and developed
the sculpture themes gradually during the sculpting process.
Their experiences may have been linked to affective empathy,
associated with automatic and embodied mentalizing (Sabbagh,
2004), connected to bodily sensations, and only subsequently
integrated into cognitive knowledge (Luyten and Fonagy, 2015).
While the mothers were drawn to this sensation-related body-
based process, the fathers’ less body-based experience of the child
(not having experienced pregnancy, birth, or breastfeeding) may
have led to a more cognitive, controlled mentalizing during the
sculpting process, as they attempted to process information about
self and other in a more abstract and symbolic way.

This hypothesis is strengthened by the data about the fathers’
paternity leave (Table 1)—on average, they spent less time than
the mothers being physically close to the child in the first months
of life. Additionally, some fathers explained that their physical
closeness to the child was partially dependent on the mother’s
ability to “let go,” encouraging the father to take an active role
in raising the child. This is consistent with clinical observations
that mothers play a pivotal role in supporting or undermining
the father–child relationship, reinforcing the concept of maternal
“gatekeeping” (Fagan and Barnett, 2003). The fathers described
excitement and anticipation toward the growing language and
motoric abilities of the child that would allow them to get closer
to their child through learning and playing, after not having
been as physically close to the child as the mothers were through
pregnancy and breastfeeding.

In a study among Australian parents of 12-month-old
children, higher paternal mentalizing capacities were associated
with parenting self-efficacy, family functioning, and fathering
role perceptions (Cooke et al., 2017). Differences between
maternal and paternal mentalizing capacities were found,

3See Supplementary Material online for more information: Supplementary
Tables 4–7.
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suggesting a slightly higher mentalizing capacity among mothers.
However, fathers who spent more time with their children on
weekends showed higher mentalizing capacities.

Based on his clinical observations and lived experiences as
a male art therapist, Vick (2007) asserts that men in therapy
connect emotionally through physical as well as mental actions
such as choosing, reflecting, and evaluating without words,
and they eventually verbalize the psychological dimensions of
these experiences. Based on Pollack (1998), he describes the
male client’s need for a period of quiet to process emotions
before sharing them. This may explain why verbal instances
of mentalizing among the fathers appeared primarily after the
sculpting process, especially toward the end of the interviews.
Many of the fathers appeared to require time to think and/or
needed action (sculpting) before elaborating about emotions.
Thus, the use of art may have started a process of explicit
mentalizing through actions and experience (Havsteen-Franklin,
2016b; Verfaille, 2016).

Suggestions for Use in Clinical Practice
This task could potentially be expanded to include fathers in
different clinical circumstances. The unique processing time
and active exploration involved in the sculpting process seems
to foster paternal mentalization. In the appropriate clinical
environment, it might enable the father to gain a more profound
understanding of his relationship with his child and to reflect
upon implicit paternal representations.

This method could be used by clinicians in two potential
contexts: (1) in the course of therapy, either as an additional
tool to assess the father’s mentalizing capacities or as a parental
intervention at a critical point in the course of his child’s therapy
(e.g., Bat Or, 2012); and (2) as important information that
contributes to a deeper understanding of paternal mentalization
and of fathers’ subjective experiences within a mentalization-
based art therapy intervention. Art therapists might be able
to use this research to examine their attitudes toward fathers’
mentalization in their clinical practice.

Encouraging fathers to use metaphors as well as asking
direct questions about their subjective experiences in relation
to fatherhood may be an effective way of bypassing their initial
inhibitions or concerns about taking an active role in their child’s
therapy and participating in parental education.

Limitations and Suggestions for Future
Research
Due to the small sample size and specific demographic and
sociocultural background of the participating fathers, it is hard to
draw generalized conclusions from this study. Adding questions
to the preinterview questionnaires, such as how actively involved
each father was in his child’s daily routine and the mothers’
perception of the fathers’ involvement, might have contributed
to a broader understanding of the context.

Another important point to consider is the influence of the
geopolitical events in the region at the time of the interviews,
namely, the Israel-Gaza conflict in the summer of 2014. Some
of the fathers were soldiers in the reserves, had experienced war

in the past, and knew they might be called up. Others lived in
areas that were at risk of being hit by rockets. Both experiencing
and inflicting trauma are associated with impaired mentalizing
capacities (Allen et al., 2008). Parents and children risk the
collapse of their mentalization abilities during trauma (Cohen,
2009), but parents are also usually preoccupied with providing
a safe and healing setting for their children. Stress and awareness
of death may have impeded mentalization. At the same time, a re-
examining of basic assumptions and reordering of priorities may
also have occurred (Allen, 2006), which potentially enhanced a
reflective stance. It is very difficult to assess the exact effect these
events may have had on the interviews and findings, as the fathers
were not asked directly about this topic. Further investigation
into the effects of national life-threatening situations on paternal
mentalization may be of special relevance due to the COVID-19
pandemic and its implications on parent–child interactions (e.g.,
Shorer and Leibovich, 2020).

Reactivity of the participants toward the interviewer,
specifically concerning her being a woman, may have had an
impact on the father’s mentalization as well as the symbols and
metaphors that arose. The influence of the interviewer’s opposite
gender (Berger, 2015) was taken into account and referred to in
an explicit question in most of the interviews. Some of the fathers
mentalized in response to these explicit questions in relation to
their wives and the researcher. These findings were not included
in this paper and merit further, deeper investigation.

Additional quantitative measures, such as a control group
and the coding and classification of RF—e.g., the Parental
Reflective Functioning Questionnaire (Luyten et al., 2017) or
PDI (Slade et al., 2004), might have contributed to a deeper
understanding of the link between the fathers’ RF scores and the
appearance of mentalization during the interviews and sculpting
processes. In addition, a larger sample, as well as a comparison
between groups of fathers from different cultural backgrounds,
is proposed for future research. A specific comparison between
fathers from countries that do or do not encourage paternity leave
as a policy might be merited. A comparison between this art-
based intervention and a verbal-only based intervention would
also enhance our understanding of non-verbal mentalization
and, specifically, the differences between implicit and explicit
mentalization as they appear within or in relation to clay work. It
is possible that other forms of art, such as drawing or creating an
installation with found objects, would be as effective at eliciting
paternal mentalization. This would be an additional angle that
could be examined and developed further—with special attention
to the unique differences between the characteristics of each
material and how experiencing them may affect mentalization.

CONCLUSION

Indications of controlled mentalizing among fathers in the study
appeared mainly during the postsculpting interview as responses
to the elicitation of wondering about the sculpting process,
the transformative character of the clay, and the use of the
sculpture as a visual reflective object. The use of symbolism
and metaphor appears to have enriched and expanded the
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fathers’ multilayered capacities to express mentalization about
their child, and themselves as parents. Detected differences
between embodied representations and abstract representations
of symbolism and metaphor may indicate that clay uniquely
contributes to the study of implicit parental mentalization.
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